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Modern Mics Keep
Retro-Themed Musical
Touring Production,
In the Mood, Swinging

Historic Pasadena
Playhouse Goes Digital
›› PASADENA, CA — Hollywood Sound
Systems recently installed a Yamaha CL5 Digital Audio Console and two Rio3224-D and a
Rio1608-D input/output boxes at the historic
640-seat Pasadena Playhouse.
“Our previous console was not only showing signs of age, but because it was an analog
board, it was not capable of meeting the requirements of a modern theater production,”
said Christopher Cook, production manager.
“We upgraded to a CL5 for its input count
and console hardware interface that is better suited for handling theater productions.
The Rio3224-D boxes enable us to saturate
our channel count, and the supplementary
Rio1608 aids in providing audio into hard to
reach places.”
Cook added that making the transition to
the Yamaha CL5 was very simple. They previously installed a Cat-6 network, as the only infrastructure the house had was a 56-channel
input snake to front of house and a 32-channel output snake to the amp room.
“After our network install, setting up the
CL5 was a plug-and-play operation. Now, we
can move our Rio boxes and CL5 anywhere we
have one of our closed circuit network ports,
a feature we are taking advantage of in our
current production of, The Pirates of Penzance.
We do a variety of different shows, from oneman performances to large ensemble pieces,
and even musicals. The CL5 is a perfect fit; we
couldn’t be more pleased.”
This project was funded by grants from the
Pasadena Community Foundation and the
California Cultural and Historical Endowment.

Allison Smart mixing The Pirates of Penzance on the Yamaha CL5

SES system engineer Andrew Steelman and FOH engineer Jeff Oliver used an Outline GTO system.

Justin Moore Tours with SES
›› BROOMFIELD, CO — Justin Moore’s “Hell On A Highway” tour started in mid-October
2017 and continues well into 2018, with this rising star of country music performing in more than
40 cities across the U.S. by late April.
Winston-Salem based Special Event Services are the audio contractor for the tour and are deploying part of its large Outline inventory. The main P.A. comprises left-right hangs of 12 Outline
GTO C-12 modules with a single, wide-dispersion GTO-DF down-fill cabinet flown at the base of
the array. Six Outline LAB 21 HS subwoofers per side provide the low-frequencies, while six Outline LIPF-082 dedicated stage lip-fill enclosures cover the seats immediately in front of the stage.
“When it comes to mixing Justin Moore every night, I want a system that faithfully represents
what I’m sending to it and Outline’s GTO C-12 never disappoints,” said Moore’s long-standing
FOH engineer Jeff Oliver. “Our show is very dynamic in design, as it ebbs and flows from slower ballads to straight out heavy rock ‘n’ roll country. These dynamics require a P.A. that’s precise
during the quiet, intimate songs as well as in the hardest hitting moments. With over 700 shows
under my belt mixing Justin, I’ve never come across another system that has the sonic accuracy
and headroom of Outline’s GTO C-12.”
“Another great characteristic is the interaction between the left and right channels, as you can
be far off of center and still hear a great stereo mix,” Oliver added. “I’m also a big fan of Outline’s
GTO-DF down-fill cabinet. Attached to the bottom of the main array and with 120-degree horizontal dispersion, it’s the perfect complement to cover the entire front section of our audience.
We chose Outline GTO C-12 over the larger GTO for this tour due to weight and height restrictions in some of our theater venues, but GTO C-12 has ample headroom to handle our larger
arenas as well. The system is easily deployed and the entire rig fits in 22 feet of truck space.”
SES’ Andrew Steelman, systems engineer on the tour, credited the Outline C-12 as “one of my
favorite systems to work with. Upon first spending time with it I was quite surprised at how similarly it behaved to its bigger brother, the 15-inch GTO. The voicing of the two boxes is extremely
close, and many times I forgot that I was not listening to the [GTO].
Low end was another factor. “The LF output of the 12” drivers in the C-12 is quite potent and
at first I was a little concerned about the jump from a 12” driver to the 21” driver in the LAB 21 HS
sub. After several shows of seeing and hearing the C-12 easily reach down to 40 Hz, my doubts
were no more. The C-12 is a very strong and powerful P.A. that is extremely transparent. You get
out what you put into it, and that is the ultimate goal.”

XL2 Acoustic Analyzer
Front of House (FOH) setup & troubleshooting,
Live Sound and Level Monitoring
Standard package includes:
• PC and Mac remote control viewing
• Logging of entire event to file
• Built-in over level LED
Available:
• Level prediction software
• External limit light

Countryman Associates’ E6 Earset and B3 Lavalier
microphones were used.
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›› NEW YORK — As a celebration of the
1940’s Swing era, In the Mood aspires to promote the memory of one of the most significant times in American history. For over two
hours, this big retro show holds audiences
enthralled with its vibrant vocals, choreographed dance routines, period costumes,
fine orchestral arrangements and sheer
American pizzazz. To ensure the singers and
dancers can be heard clearly with a quality
that articulates the performances, Countryman E6 Earset and B3 Lavalier mics are an
integral part of the show support.
Creator, producer and musical director
Bud Forrest is responsible for the entire touring show. Comprised of the String of Pearls
Orchestra and the In the Mood singers and
dancers, the production is Forrest’s concept.
His choice of Countryman mics reflects the
need for high-quality transducers that deliver musical quality while being compact
enough to not detract from the period costumes and be reliable as well.
“In the Mood tours approximately 20
weeks per year,” and rehearsals are underway for the next tour — our 24th year,” Forrest said. “Presently, we’re using four Countryman E6 Omnidirectional Earsets and two
B3 Lavaliers. Our swing dancers wear the
B3s in their hair and the vocalists use the E6
Headset mics. The show uses four Sennheiser EM 2050 twin receivers and we have eight
EK 2000 beltpacks as part of our system. Like
our Countryman mics, we chose Sennheiser
because we can always rely on them—and
they work so well with the Countryman microphones. These products create a great
wireless system.
“With 13 musicians on stage and vocals in
three wedge mixes on stage, high gain before feedback is very important,” Forrest added. “I get plenty of gain with the Countryman
mics plus amazing sound quality. Considering all the movement of the dancers and
choreography throughout the show, knowing I can rely on these Countryman mics for
consistently great sound is a tremendous
benefit. Equally important is reliability. I am
the only audio technician with the show, so
once it starts, it’s up to my gear to perform.
This is another reason we use Countryman.
We can always rely on our microphones.”
For a traveling show such as In the Mood,
capable and responsive customer support
services are crucial. “Countryman’s support
is terrific,” said the show’s production manager and sound engineer, John Nocera. “The
company is very responsive. Our Countryman mics are an integral part of our show
and we couldn’t be happier with them.”

GLOBALNEWS

Sound System for Gospel Concert in Nigeria Reaches 700,000 Attendees
LAGOS, Nigeria — CyTech World Communication added Outline GTO components
to its inventory just in time for the massive
“The Experience” interdenominational gospel
concert, which took place Dec. 1, 2017.
Held at Tafawa-Balewa Square in Lagos,
the event drew an estimated 700,000, and is
now one of Africa’s largest live events, covering 280 x 200 meter area.
CyTech owner Cyril Utomoibor was on
hand in his system technician role. “OpenArray2 software helped us figure out the correct
location of all the loudspeaker positions in
advance, so we could achieve the coverage
in both planes with the average SPL we were
looking for across the venue. We knew what
the results would be before we even turned
the P.A. on — a massive advantage for an
event like this.”
The main L-R hangs each included 18
GTO, 12 GTO C-12 and two GTO-DF downfills. The L-R side hangs each consisted of 18
GTO C-12s. There were also rear L-R stacks of

eight Butterfly enclosures per side, plus 16
L-R front subs (16 DBS 8-2’s) along with eight
SubTech front-center subs and for main LAB
21 FOH subs. Six delay towers carried a stereo
mix outside the stadium. These include two
towers with 18 GTO C-12 cabinets each, two
with 20 Butterfly each and two with 16 Butterfly each.
FOH supervisor Steve Davies was part of a
team of nine techs from U.K.-based Subfrantic Production Services, who dealt with everything from sound (FOH, stage and broadcast)
through lighting design and operation, set
design, stage management and video content for the stage screens.
“I saw three-quarters of a million people
dancing and singing from 5 p.m. to 6 a.m.,
from in front of the stage all the way up to
the last seat on the top of the roof — an area
135 meters long by 35 meters high, filled with
Steve’s powerful mix,” said Outline’s Vinnie
Perreux. “Mission accomplished, and a huge
thanks to Cyril and his audio crew.”

The stadium at Windsor Park installed RCF systems.
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View of the Outline GTO system from FOH.

An overview of the massive event.

FEATURED PRODUCT

NEWGEAR
D.A.S. Expands Event
Series
D.A.S. Audio expands its Event series with
the Event-212A powered line array and Event121A subwoofer. The Event-212A is a 3-way
system with two 12-inch drivers in a dual-band
configuration, teamed up with an M-75 compression driver and aluminum HF waveguide
with 90° and 120° format coverage. Also standard is the DAScontrol interface — offering
quick array setup and subwoofer alignment.
The Event-121A is a direct radiating, powered
single-21 subwoofer. Both are slated to be shipping now and MSRP is $4,845 (Event-212A) and
$4,631 (Event-121A).

dasaudio.com

DiGiCo 4REA4 Installed Audio Solution
DiGiCo’s 4REA4 installed audio solution
is designed for large performance centers,
houses of worship, theaters and shared stages at festivals. Control panels and external I/O
units work with the 4REA4 processing engine
and software to manage each performance
area’s mixing/routing needs. Controller options include the wall-mounted, single-rotary
ACONTROL1 with a TFT display for small area
management and the ACONTROL8 with eight
100mm faders for more complex control and
DiGiCo connectivity. With an available 128 input channels and 48-bus output processing
strips, you can independently allocate processing to whichever area as required

digico.biz

SAE Audio CT Series Amps

Konig & Meyer
Small But Mighty!
The new monitor and speaker stand from
K&M has an adjustable tilted tray to achieve the
perfect position with a stop-angle feature built
in to ensure additional safety. A sleek modern silhouette paired with a flat tripod base allows this
stand to be used for a variety of occasions.
The height can be adjusted to 10 different positions ranging from 31” to 51” high. Fitted with
3 felt-covered studs to ensure noise filtration and
a max. load capacity of 77lbs.
The new standard for style and performance,
K&M stands are made in Germany with the highest quality materials & engineering - resulting in
maximum durability and functionality.
5 year Warranty. Eco-friendly manufacturing.

www.km-america.com • 800-644-5268
Outline Arena Series
Designed to complement its outdoor Stadia Series, the Arena Series offers a downscaled solution for smaller projects. All feature
elastoplastic weatherproof protection and are
designed for high-quality audio distribution in
outdoor areas, such as theme parks and public
spaces. The Arena Series has two models, the
215 CX and the 212 CX; the former with a 15”
LF transducer and a coaxial 15” mid-low driver. The 212 CX is similar but has a 12” LF driver
and 12” coaxial transducer, providing a smaller, lighter option. Both designs can be driven
by a single amplifier channel and offer performance approaching 3-way systems.

outline.it

Sennheiser EM-XSW 1 DUAL Wireless

Available in eight stereo amplifier models from the CT 1000
(150 watts/ch, 4-ohms) to the CT
12000X (2,000W/ch) — with all
outputs doubled in mono bridged
mode — the CT Series from SAE
Audio are lightweight designs in
roadworthy 2-rackspace enclosures. Features include Class-D
power amplifier modules with
rugged toroidal transformer power supplies and a 9-inch chassis
depth. Front-panel LCD readouts display status and working states of the amplifier. Inputs are
XLR and TRS; outputs are SpeakON NL4s and binding posts.

Sennheiser expanded its XS
Wireless 1 series with the EM-XSW 1
DUAL. The receiver will be available
separately or as part of two XSW 1
DUAL Sets that combine it with two
wireless microphones with e 825 or
e 835 capsules. The 2-channel receiver features automatic frequency management with one-touch
sync, antenna switching diversity
and intuitive, icon-based controls.
Each receiver has up to 10 preset
channels in eight frequency banks, and has XLR and unbalanced ¼” outputs. XSW 1 DUAL
Sets are available in various (country dependent) UHF frequency ranges. Shipping begins next
month.

saeaudio.com

sennheiser.com

TW Audio VERA20
TW Audio extends its
VERA (Vertical Array) offerings with the VERA20
line array designed for
install and touring applications. The 3-way
VERA20 (two 10” woofers, two 8” cone mids
and 1.4” compression
driver offer 80° or 120°
horizontal
dispersion
(10° V) from a 92-pound,
12 x 27.5 x 23 (HxWxD)
cabinet providing 141
dB max SPLs. Options include a VERA S32 compact, flyable cardioid subwoofer with 18” driver and rear-facing 14”
driver, as is a selection of rigging hardware for hanging up to 24 enclosures.

twaudio.de
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Whirlwind PLR-SKB
Series Power Distro
The PLR-SKB series takes a Whirlwind Power Link distro and packs it into a 23”x18”x12”
SKB i-series case, with casters and easy, top
access connections. The 72-lb PLR-SKB01 has
one set of (5) 16-series Cam-type inlets (dual-gender G/N) and four sets of (7) 16-series
Cam-type outlets (dual-gender G/N) outputs.
The 47-lb PLR-SKB02 has one set of (5) 16-series Cam-type inlets, (12) 20A duplex and (3)
L2130 outlets, all with hydraulic/magnetic
circuit breakers, test points, and neon lamps.
Custom configurations are available as well.

whirlwindusa.com

